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REAMMON  
YESTERDAY

Intro: Dm

    F                Bb     C                   Dm
I know you can see me, god knows you can hear me 
     C                     F              Bb            Dm     
I m standing outside your door, watching you slip away. 
                   F            Bb             C                 Dm            
Will like when to love is kiss, I felt denial, why do we do this 
        Am              Bb       C
there s so much left to say, oh please open up. 

Refr.:
       F             C                      Am              Bb
We can turn back the time so you and me can make this feel right
      F           C   Am                     Bb             F
we go back to the start before it all starts falling apart.
      Bb          F         C              F
Yesterday was the day when everything felt right 
       Bb       F        C            Am  Bb     F    C
you and me we belong to yesterdays li--------fe,
               F       Bb   F     C     Dm
to yesterdays li--------fe.

2nd verse
    F              Bb   C                  Dm
And if its so easy   for you to leave me, 
C                   F        Bb                 Dm
why did you say goodbye with tears in your eyes. 
                  F          Bb                      C               Dm
You said that you staying in, watching your world on your TV-screen 
            Am                Bb     C       
but there s nothing on film tonight, you know I m right so 

Refr.:
F             C                      Am             Bb
turn back the time so you and me can make this feel right
      F           C    Am                    Bb             F
we go back to the start before it all starts falling apart.
      Bb          F         C              F
Yesterday was the day when everything felt right 
        Bb      F        C            Am  Bb     F    C
you and me we belong to yesterdays li--------fe,
               F       Bb   F     C     Dm
to yesterdays li--------fe.



Bridge: 
                    C                              Dm
Everyone crashes in birth, everyone tries to move on
                       Am                             Dm 
Tell me will we ever return, to when we both felt so young
                    C                                     Bb
Everyone have ever known, just trying to make it on their own now
                               C
I thought that we where do any right, and now I just want to 

Refr.:
F             C                      Am             Bb
turn back the time so you and me can make this feel right
      F           C    Am                    Bb             F
we go back to the start before it all starts falling apart.
      Bb          F         C              F
Yesterday was the day when everything felt right 
        Bb      F        C            Am  Bb     F    C
you and me we belong to yesterdays li--------fe,
               F       Bb   F     C     
to yesterdays li--------fe.
                      Am  Bb     F    C
to yesterdays li--------fe,
                       F       Bb   F     C    F     
to yesterdays li--------fe.

END.


